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2 1. Introduction

1. Introduction
Natural communication between human and machine has an increasing role in in-
focommunication systems. The users and the nature of applications have changed:
today’s systems are used not exclusively by computer experts but rather by a wide
range of people, on a daily basis. A successful human-computer interface allows
everyone, not just experts, both to understand the commands and outputs of the
machine and to be able to give commands.

One of the research areas aiming at improving human-computer communica-
tion, and the one that I have been in the focus of my research, is automatic speech
generation and the related field of automatic text processing. In these fields, most
of the problems and solutions are language-dependent, thus one needs to consider
even those issues that are solved for other languages (mainly English). Due to
the peculiarities of the Hungarian language solutions developed for other kinds of
languages do not work or are only partially successful, while procedures rejected
for other languages may work in Hungarian. On the other hand, research results
for Hungarian can be applied in an international setting as well, as they can easily
be adapted to similar inflective languages, provided that the language-dependent
parts are well delimited.

The first experiments aiming at speech synthesis were reported by Farkas Kem-
pelen over 200 years ago, in 1791 (Kempelen 1969 (original edition: 1791)). How-
ever, the first electronic synthesizer (with manual control) was built only in the
20th century, at Bell Labs in 1939 (Homer et al. 1939). The foundations of auto-
matic speech generation were laid by Fant (1960), while the first text-to-speech
system based on formant synthesis was published by Rabiner (1968). Speech gen-
eration research for Hungarian started a decade later, and the first Hungarian-
language computer-based speech synthesizer, called Hungarovox (Kiss–Olaszy
1984) was implemented in 1980 in the Phonetics Laboratory of the Linguistics
Research Institute, Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The first synthesizers pro-
duced intelligible speech but their voice was very robotic. Researchers from the
Budapest University of Technology (now Budapest University of Technology and
Economics, BME), led by Géza Gordos, also joined the research and the develop-
ment (Gordos–Takács 1983, Gordos–Sándor 1985). In those days, MITalk (Allen
et al. 1987) and DecTalk (Hallahan 1995) were created for English. Another major
result was the development of the PSOLA algorithm (Hamon et al. 1989) for au-
tomatic prosody modification, that has since been frequently employed in speech
technology research.

In the 90s, the increase in computing power allowed purely software-based so-
lutions, with a sound quality close to human speech. A review of these results can
be found in Péter Olaszi’s PhD dissertation (Olaszi 2002). The large amount of
written material available on the Internet was a great opportunity for the advance-
ment of text processing. For English, the British National Corpus was started to
collect a text database in 1991 (Burnard 1995). As for Hungarian, the collection
of the Hungarian National Corpus started in 1998 at the Department of Corpus
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Linguistics of the Linguistics Research Institute, Hungarian Academy of Sciences
(Váradi 1999).

I joined the Laboratory of Speech Technology at the Department of Telecom-
munications and Telematics of BME (now Department of Telecommunications
and Media Informatics of BME) in 1997, just when the diphone-based waveform-
concatenation speech synthesizer, Profivox, was under development (Olaszy et al.
2000).

For English, CHATR (Black–Taylor 1994) and the open-source Festival (Black
et al. 2006) were major speech synthesis systems. After the millennium, the
main goal was to achieve natural speech quality. One successful solution for this
goal was Rhetorical’s unit selection system, rVoice, for which there were speech
databases available on multiple languages (Rutten et al. 2002, Rutten–Fackrell
2003). Another new approach appeared in the early 2000s, one that adapts the
long standing technique of speech recognition applying Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) to speech synthesis (Tokuda et al. 2000, Zen et al. 2007). Besides natural-
sounding speech synthesis, the production of speech with emotions also started to
get attention in research (Scherer 2003).

For Hungarian, smaller companies created their own, closed speech synthesis
systems, for example Speech Technology Ltd. There were no papers published
about these systems. Further, the freely available MBROLA synthesis system was
adapted to Hungarian (MBROLA 2006). In 2010, larger companies, like SVOX
and Nuance, launched their Hungarian speech synthesizers.

After 2000, it was only the Department of Telecommunications and Telematics
of BME where Hungarian speech synthesis research was persistently going on. A
hybrid system was developed for reading names and addresses [C4], and then a
corpus-based synthesis system approaching the quality of natural speech [C12].
Following the international research trends, the Laboratory of Speech Technology
at the department joined the research efforts on HMM-based speech synthesis and
developed a solution for Hungarian (Tóth–Németh 2008). Besides synthesizing
neutral speech, investigations on systems capable of expressing emotions were
also started [C5,C9].

Speech synthesis

The first step in the process of speech synthesis is the preparation of the input
text. Figure 1.1 shows a simplified block diagram of speech synthesis. During text
preparation, the input string is transformed into a letter sequence that contains
only alphabetical characters, spaces and punctuation. Normalization involves the
resolution of acronyms, the transcription of foreign names and words into a form
suitable for conversion to speech. Numbers are transcribed into their textual forms,
considering whether the number in question is a phone number, an amount of
money, a date, a cardinal or an ordinal number. This processing step also involves
the reconstruction of diacritics in texts written without them.
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Figure 1.1: Simplified block diagram of the speech synthesis process

The normalized text serves as the input for the central block of the speech syn-
thesizer. This central part can be divided into two main units. The first is the text
conversion, while the second is the waveform synthesis. During text conversion,
the input letter sequence is transformed into a speech sound sequence and related
prosodic information. The waveform is generated based on these data, that can ei-
ther be the final speech signal or a raw sound sequence, depending on the speech
synthesis technology. A raw sound sequence is turned into the final speech output
by further signal processing steps.

Speech synthesizers usually work with various types of databases. These
databases contain waveforms or texts, or, in case of an HMM synthesizer, speech
coding parameter values.

My results are presented in relation to the main components on Figure 1.1. My
theses are organized into thesis groups along the following areas: Thesis group I
presents procedures for diacritic reconstruction, related to text preparation. In The-
sis group II, I summarize my results in speech database creation. In Thesis groups
III and IV, my novel solutions are described in automatic speech generation.

2. Research objectives
My goal is to develop algorithms and methods to improve the quality of commu-
nication between human and computer in infocommunication systems.

Accordingly, one of my objectives is to statistically explore the Hungarian lan-
guage, focusing on the aspects relevant for speech synthesis. This also allows the
assessment of the adaptability of methods and procedures developed for other lan-
guages. In this field, it was earlier impossible to examine large-scale databases due
to the limitations of computer technologies. I consider it important to verify data
(using the novel processing capabilities) obtained with earlier, smaller databases
and thus to show new relationships among them.

My other objective is to extend earlier speech synthesis methods, in order to
extend the range of potential applications. My goal is to make synthetic speech
sound more and more like human speech, while its robotic, machine-like nature
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becomes less and less noticeable. I extend automatic speech synthesis with new
attributes, such as the different ways to generate emotionally expressive speech.

In my work, I evaluated the procedures I developed for Hungarian but I always
kept in mind their applicability to other languages as well. I paid special attention
to either separate the language-dependent parts of the proposed solutions or to
make them easily adaptable to other languages.

In reaching my objectives, I have always considered the capabilities and con-
straints of infocommunication systems. Infocommunication systems, such as the
widely used Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems, require real-time, scal-
able solutions. Resources are often limited: a single PC might need to serve 240
parallel channels at the same time.

3. Methodology
The research methods applied are widespread principally in speech technology
and in related disciplines.

In the first phase of my research, I used text corpora that I collected from the
Internet. In later phases, I also used the Hungarian National Corpus, that is rea-
sonably representative for the typical utterances in contemporary Hungarian. For
processing and analysis, I mainly employed general sorting and classification al-
gorithms.

For the measurements on speech databases, there was no large-scale, Hungarian
read-speech corpus available. For this reason, I performed the measurements on
speech material that was recorded for various research and development projects
at the Laboratory of Speech Technology. I used the functions of Praat (Boersma–
Weenink 2010) for analyzing speech databases and waveforms.

I implemented the algorithms and procedures with the tools of MATLAB and
RapidMiner, as well as in C language, when limited resources made this language
a reasonable choice.

4. New results
4.1 Thesis group I: Procedures for the automatic reconstruction of texts

written without diacritics

It is common in speech processing, especially in speech synthesis that input texts
with missing or partially missing diacritics need to get processed. Diacritic-free
texts may be created by a user not using letters with diacritics, either because it is
inconvenient, or because the device or configuration does not allow an appropriate
input method for these characters. Another reason for having such texts is the
loss of diacritic information during storage or transmission, i.e. during conversion,
some symbols with diacritics become diacritic-free.

An example in Hungarian:
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Agyunk a beszedet nem onmagaban dolgozza fel,
hanem az osszes erzekszervunkbol kapott informaciot
kombinalja es ertelmezi.

Humans can read diacritic-free texts without any significant difficulties, our
brain can almost completely recover the original contents of the text. In this case,
our visual perception builds on our linguistic knowledge to infer the missing dia-
critics. However, if a text without diacritics is converted to speech by machine, our
perceptual system is not capable of easily processing and understanding it by lis-
tening, because the lack of diacritics usually changes the phoneme. We do not un-
derstand the distorted sound body or misunderstand it. For example, an utterance
of „mogott”, instead of the word „mögött” (’behind’ in Hungarian), is meaning-
less. Further, hearing „agyat” (’brain’, accusative) in place of „ágyát” (’his bed’,
accusative) may cause confusion in understanding due to its different meaning.
This is why it is necessary to check the presence or absence of diacritics before
reading texts, and to perform diacritic recovery.

The problem of diacritic recovery is not limited to Hungarian but it is also nec-
essary to handle this issue in other languages using diacritics (Mihalcea–Nastase
2002). Internationally, there are papers for other languages that use diacritics
(Mihalcea–Nastase 2002, De Pauw et al. 2007, Ungurean et al. 2008). The prob-
lem was investigated mainly for Romanian. The published algorithms are usually
based on machine learning, that give a general solution, but do not take into ac-
count the requirements of infocommunication systems and speech synthesis. For
example, the error categories caused by the methods on the word level - e.g., cre-
ates an agrammatical word - were not examined, although they may influence the
quality of synthesized speech.

Thesis I.1: I developed a dictionary-based procedure for recovering the
original form (with diacritics) of computer-readable texts written without
diacritics. [P1,B2,J1,J2,J3,C1]

The basis of the dictionary-based solution is the building of a dictionary (based
on a large text database), that contains the diacritic-free word forms, as well as
the corresponding, linguistically correct forms with diacritics. When building the
dictionary, word frequencies are also taken into account. Whenever a diacritic-
free word may have multiple possible correct forms, the algorithm chooses the
statistically most likely one. The procedure was evaluated for Hungarian, where it
reached an accuracy of 95% in texts of e-mails [C1], while 96% in a general do-
main [C10]. The procedure is protected by Hungarian patent [P1] number 226740
P 00 03443.

The advantage of this solution is that it always returns a grammatically correct
word form for lexical units used during dictionary building. The algorithm uses a
large text database in the preparatory stage, but the dictionary created for recon-
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struction has a small size and allows fast lookup. Its disadvantage is the lack of
generalization capability, as it cannot reconstruct words that are out of the dic-
tionary. If it should reconstruct a word that was missing from the text database
used for extracting statistical data, then, due to the lack of data, it would keep the
diacritic-free version (that can even be meaningless).

Thesis I.2: I developed a procedure for reducing the errors of the
dictionary-based algorithm [C10]

The procedure described in Thesis I.1 does not handle ambiguous cases (words),
as it always decides for the more frequent case. Ambiguous cases are the word
forms where there is more than one correct form for a single diacritic-free word,
for example, „veres - verés - véres”. I eliminated this shortcoming by disambiguat-
ing the ambiguous cases by a decision tree, making the decision among the po-
tential alternatives based on the environment. My procedure is an extension of the
method of (Mihalcea–Nastase 2002) that use machine learning on the character
level. I adapted this method for word-based processing, as explained below:

The list of ambiguous cases, together with their frequencies are available as an
output of the procedure described in Thesis I.1. I built a J48 tree on these words,
that takes into account the environment of the word to disambiguate it, i.e. to
choose from the multiple possible versions with diacritics. The J48 decision tree
is the freely available Java-based implementation of C4.5 (Quinlan 1993).

The algorithm fits well with the procedure of Thesis I.1, because I separated the
processing steps with high computational complexity from the fast reconstruction
procedure. Building the dictionary is memory-intensive, and a large amount of
text (several 10 millions of words) needs to get processed. During reconstruction,
however, only a small decision tree needs to be parsed, that can be performed
quickly. One limitation of the algorithm is that, for training, there needs to be a
substantial amount of training material for each ambiguous case. The advantage of
the algorithm is that, compared to the procedure in Thesis I.1, it has generalization
capabilities: it can make a decision, even for an environment for which there are
no training data.

The algorithm with this error-reduction procedure, trained with material from
the Hungarian National Corpus, can handle 60% of the ambiguous cases and cor-
rectly reconstructed the diacritics in 93% of these cases [C10]. Although the im-
provement is small compared to the total number of errors, it handles cases that
(in Hungarian) would otherwise make speech comprehension harder, for exam-
ple: „Megvetette az ágyát.” - „Megvetette az agyát.” (He/She prepared his/her bed
- He/She prepared his/her brain)

Further, the algorithm of Thesis I.1 does not handle the cases that are not in the
dictionary of the algorithm. I applied a decision tree for these cases that works by
considering the character context.
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The J4.8 decision tree is built based on the 20-character environment of the
letters to recover. In Hungarian, we apply diacritics to vowels only, for which
the corresponding letters are: „a, e, i, o, u”). The resulting decision trees (5 for
Hungarian) are applied for the letters of words that were left unresolved in the
algorithms presented earlier.

The algorithm based on decision trees has a high level of generalization capabil-
ity, it can be run on any words, even those that are not part of the training dataset.
The procedures described in Thesis I.2 corrected the mistakes of the method of
Thesis I.1 in 60% of the cases, in a general domain [C10]. Ambiguous cases, that
were left unhandled before, were reconstructed with an accuracy of 83% [C10].

4.2 Thesis group II: Analysis and comparison procedures of texts written
in Hungarian and in other languages, mainly for supporting automatic
speech generation

The input of automatic text-to-speech conversion is usually written text. In order
to synthesize high-quality speech, knowledge about the properties of the input text
is necessary. Statistical data about written texts can be applied in the construction
of speech databases (that form the basis of speech synthesizers) and in testing
the synthesis algorithms as well. Further, data comparisons across languages can
contribute to the adaptation of algorithms developed for other languages to Hun-
garian, as well as to the international comparison of the results.

Thesis II.1: I determined the basic applicability conditions for the
comparison of English-, German- and Hungarian-language word-based
automatic speech technology methods [B3,J4,J5,C2]

Due to the inflective nature of Hungarian, the number of grammatically correct
and meaningful word forms is extremely large – according to some estimates, it is
in the range of billions (one million lexemes (Kenesei et al. 1984) and, for exam-
ple, a single verb can have 1000 inflected forms (Prószéky 1988)). The number of
words that are actually used is smaller than that and there are also loanwords in the
language. In order to establish the number and distribution of actually used word
forms, I employed texts from the following sources: Hungarian-language works
from the Hungarian Electronic Library, works from the Digital Literary Academy,
articles from online periodicals and the Hungarian National Corpus. These sources
altogether constitute a collection of 80 million word forms.

I determined the frequency ranking of Hungarian words and their coverage
(ratio of the full corpus covered by their occurrences). The results of the word-
frequency analyses are shown with thick solid lines on Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Relationship of word frequency and ranking

I compared the frequency data with Zipf’s law – a widely used principle in
linguistic research (Li 1992) –, that is shown on the figure with a thick dashed line.
The frequency data followed Zipf’s law ( f (r)=C ·r−b) where C is a normalization
constant and b is usually around 1. Both axes of the figure are logarithmic, thus the
exponential curve can be plotted as a straight line. The constants of the function
fitted to the frequency data are the following: C = 106.7573, b = 1.033. The curve
described by Zipf slightly deviates from the measured data at low frequency items.
In order to overcome this problem, I used the Lavalette formula (Popescu 2003),
that can be described by Equation 4.1. The constants are the same as in Zipf’s
formula.

f (r) =C ·
(

rmaxr
rmax − r+1

)−b

(4.1)

The Lavalette curve can also be seen on Figure 4.1 (thin dashed line).
I used various text corpora for comparing the three languages. For English, a

version of the British National Corpus (BNC), containing 89 million word forms
were used, as well as the English-language texts of the Hungarian Electronic Li-
brary. For German, the basis of the comparison was the material of the Gutenberg
project. The Hungarian data was from examined 80 million words corpus. Further,
the translation of the Bible was available for all three languages. The analysis of
this latter text was performed separately, because it was uniform across languages
both in its content and in its size.

I determined the ratio of the corpus covered by the words (analyzed in frequency
rank order). Table 4.1 shows three examples of coverage ratios and the number of
words needed to achieve these ratios in the three languages.

Another way to analyze the data is when we compare the coverage in different
languages based on a given number of words. An example for this kind of analysis
can be seen in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.1: The number of most frequent words needed as a function of corpus
coverage

Language Coverage
75 % 90% 97,5%

English 1250 5800 20 100
German 2000 14 550 80 000

Hungarian 10 650 70 000 400 000

Table 4.2: Corpus coverage with a given number of words

Language Number of most frequent words
1000 20 000 100 000

English 72,8% 97,5% (100%)
German 69,1% 91,8% 98,1%

Hungarian 51,8% 80,7% 92,0%

The detailed figures and data can be found in [J5] and in the dissertation.
I also performed the comparative analyses on texts in the same domain, on three

versions of the Bible. The coverage curves are shown on Figure 4.2. The absolute
frequencies are different from the data obtained from the large corpora above, but
the ratios across languages remained the same. The Hungarian data is denoted
by a dotted line, the English is shown with thick lines, while German is plotted
with thin lines. For example, when comparing the 90% coverage of large corpora
in Table 4.1 with the 90% line in Table 4.2, one can see that the ratio of three
between English and German is the same, as well as the one order of magnitude
difference between English and Hungarian.
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My method and the published data can thus be applied to examine the adaptabil-
ity of word-based algorithms from one language to another. My analysis method
is not restricted to the three languages I examined, but it can be applied to show
similarities and differences across other languages.

Thesis II.2: By extending the notion of the letter, I developed a novel method
for the qualification of texts for the purpose of speech synthesis [C8]

The written and spoken forms of language are closely related. Language and
speech processing brought the need for statistical analyses that consider the inter-
action of these two levels. This needs a novel approach, one that is based on word
statistics and on the statistical processing of the letters constituting the words. The
information about phones contained in the written form also needs to be consid-
ered. One can get a full overview of the statistical properties of a language only
if the same large-scale linguistic material is measured both on the text level and
on the acoustic level. During classification, I also considered the sound represen-
tation that can be attributed to the letter sequence. For the measurements, I have
developed automatic sorting and collection algorithms, specifically for this pur-
pose.

I extended and customized the notion of letter for this purpose. The longest letter
sequence analyzed for the character- and letter statistics was word, the non-letter
characters were ignored (numbers, relation symbols, etc). Extending the notion of
letter means that phones were projected back to the writing level. For example,
the characters ch in the word pech are considered a single letter consisting of two
characters (similarly to sz), while the same two characters in the word lánchíd ch
are treated as a separate c and an h letter. This novel letter-based classification
preserves information that is lost in phonetic transcriptions. For example, letter
statistics are available for j and ly, even though they are both pronounced as [j].
Similarly, i and y (that is common at the ends of historical names) are treated
separately, even though they are both pronounced as [i].

It is important to note that these classifications are based on the requirements
of speech technology, thus some of the decisions may seem incomplete from a
linguistic point of view. For transcription and classification, we used an algorithm
based on hyphenation rules (Ri-chárd, Mün-chen, Ben- czúr), as these letters are
not hyphenable. Decisions were based on the vocabulary of the Hungarian hy-
phenation sample collection (Nagy 2008). Besides the two-character letters men-
tioned above, the algorithm takes into account the two-character letters in the
Hungarian alphabet (gy, ty, ny, sz, zs, cs), as well as their long versions. The long
versions were treated as two letters (zzs= zs + zs) during statistical analyses.

The text was converted into a phoneme sequence by using automatic speech
technology methods. There were especially three tools that we used, a rule-based
algorithm (the phonetic transcriber and rule collection of the Profivox text-to-
speech system (Olaszy et al. 2000)), the Hungarian electronic pronunciation dic-
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tionary (Abari–Olaszy 2006) and the proper name collection of the name an-
nouncer system [C4]. The rules developed represent standard Hungarian.

Using this method, I examined the material of the 2006 version of the Hungarian
National Corpus. The detailed statistical analysis can be found in [C8] and in the
dissertation.

4.3 Thesis group III: Procedures for improving the quality of synthetic
speech

The quality of synthetic speech depends on the quality of each component, as well
as the on the limitations concerning the domain of the input text. As a general
principle for speech synthesis, the product of the size of the domain and of the
quality is constant. Thus in a more restricted domain, one can synthesize higher
quality speech than in a wider domain. This thesis group summarizes those of
my speech generation-related results, that improved the quality of synthesized
speech, in an environment with a limited domain but still having a large amount
of variation.

Thesis III.1: I developed procedures and algorithms for the text-to-speech
conversion of proper names, company names, and Hungarian addresses.
[B1,C4,B5a]

Although reading names and addresses is a smaller domain than reading general
texts, the domain is not bounded due to the nature of names. Continuously appear-
ing new person names with a foreign origin and company names ignoring the rules
of the language require the capability to read arbitrary letter sequences. However,
one can benefit from knowledge about frequently occurring parts in input texts.

In the name and address reader, I combined triphone-based speech synthesis
[J7], number reading (Olaszy–Németh 1999) and dictionary-based synthesis. The
procedure is based on the fact that different types of elements can occur only in
certain positions, so their prosody can be described and modeled in advance.

The generated sentence thus contains units from the triphone-based system,
number units and separately read items. When compiling the data to be read, I
identified and examined the categories introduced in Table 4.3.

I ran the analysis on a list of names and addresses, consisting of 3 million
records, using the method described in Thesis II.1. I extracted the word ranking
for each of the categories in the table. It is not possible to have all the words from
these categories recorded because the voice talent is unable to read such a number
of words with uniform style and voice. I reduced the number of words so that the
reading list is not longer than what a trained announcer can read in a single ses-
sion (4 hours of recording). The second column in Table 4.3 shows the number of
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words found during the analysis, while the last column gives the number of words
that was read. I determined the number of words to read based on the coverage
curve, with the goal of achieving over 95% coverage, but using no more than 1000
items (due to limitations in the sound recording).

Table 4.3: Categories examined and their properties

Category Number of different words Items read
Family names 103850 0
Given names 1797 313

Business entity types 8 8
Town names 3523 1000

Types of thoroughfares 14 14
Spelling 36 36

In order to allow automatic text-to-speech conversion, I developed text process-
ing rules that identify the various information items in common inputs and pass it
to the waveform generator subsystem in proper order. The information items are
the following:

Proper names: title, family name, given name
Business entities: business name, type of business entity
Addresses: zip code, town name, district name, name of thoroughfare, type of

thoroughfare, number, staircase, floor, door

Identification of the information items is done based on the following three pa-
rameters: the item’s position in the record, its presence or absence in the item
dictionary, and position relative to items that have been identified already.

The information items were ordered the same way as above, and the waveforms
belonging to each item were matched (synthesized from triphones, numbers gen-
erated by the number reader, and separately read items). The fundamental fre-
quency component of prosody can be manipulated in case of the triphone-based
waveform concatenation synthesizer. The number items can be produced with two
different prosody contours, while the items read separately were recorded with the
desired prosody. The implementation of prosody follows the intonation patterns of
statements. As the intensity component of prosody, I used a simplified trajectory,
that equalizes all the items, except the last, for which it prescribes an intensity de-
crease. Among the temporal components of prosody, pausing is the only one that
can be manipulated (it was set with the goal of keeping the intelligibility high).
Pauses were inserted at boundaries in the utterance, while their length was refined
in perceptual experiments. I proved the effectiveness of the name- and address-
reading procedure by an intelligibility test.
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Thesis III.2: I developed a procedure, based on virtual word intensity, to
intensity-normalize the speech produced by a corpus-based synthesizer [B5b,
J6]

There is only limited measurement data about the intensity of Hungarian speech
sounds (Olaszy 1989), according to the literature. Large amounts of data have not
been processed yet. The speech sound intensities were examined only on sample
sentences.

In my work, I used speech databases that I collected in sound recording studios
[C12] and thus the signal-to-noise ratio of the recordings are in the range of 40-
60 dB so that it does not influence the intensity measurements. When compiling
the speech databases, recordings with a reading mistake, with extraneous sound
material or with any other kind of error were removed. The boundaries of the
speech sounds in the database were annotated semi-automatically [C6,C7] and
major annotation errors were corrected by various algorithms [J10]. Sentences
in the database consisted of 15 words on average, therefore it was possible to
perform intensity normalization based on the root-mean-square level (RMS) of
the sentence.

Measurements were performed on the speech material of 9 speakers (2 females
and 7 males), constituting 57 hours of speech in total. I measured automatically
the intensity relationships on the labeled database. The results are summarized on
Figures 4.3 and 4.4.

I measured the intensity for each speech sound, between the sound boundaries,
using RMS. On the figures, the data is normalized to the intensity of the sound
a. For the convenience of the reader, sounds are denoted by the corresponding
letters. Error bars represent standard deviation across speakers.
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Figure 4.4: Intensity relationships of the consonants

These results are different from those in Olaszy (1989): the intensity values
are more balanced. The intensity maps of the sounds are based on the average
intensity levels, that makes it possible to study the intensity differences due to
sentence prosody.

Creating the database of speech synthesizers is a complex process. The size of
the speech databases used for corpus-based synthesis ranges from several hours
to hundreds of hours. Such large databases can only be recorded in a number of
sessions over several weeks or months. The intensity of the recordings needs to
be uniform, but this can mostly be achieved by controlling the recording condi-
tions, and by postprocessing. In case of an inhomogeneous speech database, con-
taining short, individually uttered items, such as exclusively words or exclusively
numbers, balancing the signal levels is a complex task. It cannot be achieved by
general normalization procedures used in signal processing – such as the RMS
normalization applied in introduced examination – because the normalized items
would have different relative intensities in the concatenated signal. If a short item
contains mainly sounds that are weaker in intensity than the average, then nor-
malizing over the word leads to a wrong (overly intense) output. Inserting such
normalized items leads to intensity jumps.

Corpus-based synthesizers can also build speech from units containing single
sounds (Taylor 2009) whose intensity varies. In order to balance the intensity of
such items, I introduced virtual word intensity that gives the intensity of the word
carrying the sound in case all the sounds in the word would have average inten-
sity (according to the values measured in introduced examination). An average,
weighted by the sound durations, of the average sound intensities is calculated
according to the formula below, where N is the number of sounds in the word,
tph is the duration of the sound, Iaverage

ph (ph) is the average intensity calculated in
introduced examination and ph(i) is the ith sound of the word:
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Ivirtual
word =

N
∑

i=1
tph(i)I

average
ph (ph(i))

N
∑

i=1
tph(i)

(4.2)

Based on this value, one can calculate the amount of scaling needed:

gainph =
gainprosody ·gainbase · Ivirtual

word

Ireal
word

(4.3)

In the formula above, gainbase is the average intensity of the sentence, while
gainprosody is the deviation from the average due to prosody. Ireal

word(ph) is the in-
tensity of the word in which the sound to be normalized can be found. I evaluated
this method of intensity normalization by a perceptual test.

When evaluating the quality of the test sentences, both normalization meth-
ods scored significantly (p<0.05) better than the versions without normalization.
However, there was no significant difference between the two normalization pro-
cedures. Pairwise comparisons also showed that the sentences normalized with
any of the methods were judged to be superior to the sentences without normal-
ization. In case of two test sets, there was no significant difference between the two
methods, but with the third test set, the method proposed in this thesis achieved
significantly higher scores.

4.4 Thesis group IV: Procedures to modify the emotions conveyed by the
voice of speech synthesizers

In the development of speech synthesizers, the fundamental goal was to produce
good quality, intelligible speech. Synthesizers usually can produce only speech
that is emotionally neutral, as the speech databases contain neutral read speech.
One way to generate more expressive speech is to record databases with differ-
ent emotions (Douglas-Cowie et al. 2003). This needs a substantial amount of
time and resources thus, in many cases, such databases are not available. Another
approach is to transform speech in the database so that the synthesizer produces
speech similar to human speech expressing emotions. This latter way cannot pro-
duce the same quality as the other but it makes it possible to use existing speech
databases.

In Thesis group IV, I present my results related to synthesizing speech with
emotional content.
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Thesis IV.1: I proposed a procedure to produce speech with emotional
content that is based on direct transformation of the waveform. [B4,C5,C9]

I improved the procedure described by Přibilová–Přibil (2009) and developed the
algorithm that can be applied to arbitrary speech. The procedure is based on a
spectral transformation that builds on the observation that in speech with different
emotions the ratio of low and high frequency components, as well as the distance
of the first and second formant is different (Scherer 2003). Přibilová and Přibil
developed the original method for an LPC-based synthesizer and applied it to
Czech.

The improved procedure combines the PSOLA algorithm with Přibilová and
Přibil’s method. The time-domain signal is windowed pitch-synchronously by an
asymmetric Hann window and then the windowed signal is transformed to the fre-
quency domain by DFT. The spectral transformation – that is described in detail
in the dissertation –, as well as the intensity adjustments are performed in the fre-
quency domain. The transformation causes the signal to not converge to zero at
the beginning and at the end of the window. I correct this distortion by window-
ing the signal again. The modified spectrum is converted back into a time-domain
signal by inverse DFT, and then I overlap-and-add it similarly to the PSOLA al-
gorithm. During overlap-and-add, all the necessary duration corrections are also
performed.

In order to achieve a change in the conveyed emotion, fundamental frequency
also needs to get modified, that can be implemented by shifting the overlaps – just
like in PSOLA. There are two alternative solutions for unvoiced regions. One is
to not perform the transformation for unvoiced regions, but then the transforma-
tion is incomplete. However, as unvoiced sounds have a low energy and the low
frequency components in modified signals are typically weak, the lack of trans-
formation is perceptually unnoticeable. Another possibility is to place uniformly
spaced virtual pitchmarks on unvoiced regions and process these regions identi-
cally to voiced speech. During testing, I chose the first approach.

I designed a perceptual test to evaluate the procedure. Sentences generated by
one human speaker and two corpus-based synthesizers were transformed. The
three different utterances were manipulated to convey three emotions – sadness,
joyful and angry. Participants were asked to judge the emotional content of the
sentences that they listened to. The degree of manipulation applied was also a fac-
tor in the test. Results are shown in Table 4.4, while the details can be found in the
dissertation.

The results suggest that, in case of female natural and synthetic sentences, sad
and joyful emotions were most robustly recognized, thus these can be generated
by the proposed methods.
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Table 4.4: Confusion matrix of the emotions

Judged
N A H S N A H S N A H S

N 82% 0% 14% 6% N 50% 23% 0% 27% N 77% 0% 18% 5% N=neutral
Target A 27% 27% 41% 5% A 36% 41% 0% 23% A 45% 32% 14% 9% A=angry

H 27% 5% 68% 0% H 40% 23% 14% 23% H 9% 4% 82% 5% H=joyful
S 9% 5% 0% 86% S 14% 5% 0% 81% S 22% 5% 5% 68% S=sad
Corpus-based TTS-female Corpus-based TTS-male Natural female

Thesis IV.2: I adapted the procedure of Thesis IV.1 to diphone- and
triphone-based concatenative systems [B5b,C11]

The procedure proposed in Thesis IV.1 can be applied on the output of diphone-
and triphone-based concatenative synthesizers (referred to as triphone synthesizer
in the following), but the quality of the synthesized speech would be inferior due
to the multiple stages of signal processing. As both the triphone synthesizer and
the procedure in Thesis IV.1 performs a correction of the fundamental frequency,
intensity and duration, the two processing steps can reasonably be merged for both
quality and performance reasons.

I divided the procedure of Thesis IV.1 into two parts. The modification of the
spectral components is performed on the waveform-database of the synthesizer.
The speech database of the triphone synthesizer consists of diphones and tri-
phones (two half-sound and one half, one full and another half sounds, respec-
tively). The spectral modification needs to be done individually on all items. A
separate database needs to be created for each emotion. The size of a database is
in the range of 2-100 Mbyte, depending on the sampling rate and item count – thus
the increased storage space needed is not significant considering the technologies
available today. The other part of the emotion modification procedure consists of
the rules that modify prosody. These rules were implemented by parameterizing
the prosody prediction module.

I evaluated the procedure with a perceptual test similar to that in Thesis IV.1. I
created 3 modified databases for the triphone synthesizer and then I synthesized
sentences from a general domain. The results are summarized in Table 4.5. The
details of the test are described in the dissertation.

Table 4.5: Confusion matrix of the emotions in case of the triphone synthesizer

Judged
N A H S

N 25% 0% 0% 75% N=neutral
Target A 29% 17% 29% 25% A=angry

H 25% 0% 67% 8% H=joyful
S 0% 0% 0% 100% S=sad

Triphone TTS-female
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For the triphone synthesizer, sad and joyful emotions can be expressed by the
proposed method, however angry cannot. With the default, neutral settings of the
synthesizer, participants judged the synthesized sentences to convey sadness.

Thesis IV.3: I adapted the procedure described in Thesis IV.1 to an
HMM-based speech synthesis system [B5b,C11]

The principle of HMM speech synthesis is based on machine learning, thus there is
no way to directly manipulate the parameters. It is feasible to apply the procedure
of Thesis IV.1 to modify the output of the HMM synthesizer, however this solution
is not satisfactory due to the multiple signal processing steps and the increased
processing time (similarly to the triphone synthesizer in Thesis IV.2).

The sound databases of the HMM synthesizer are of the size of tens of hours,
and the training phase is time-consuming (lasting for several weeks). Instead of
the resource-intensive full training, I created emotional speech synthesis by adap-
tation of the training (Tóth–Németh 2009). I modified a small amount of prosodi-
cally rich acoustic material (about 10 minutes long) using the procedure of Thesis
IV.1. I performed both the prosodic and spectral part of the modification. Besides
neutral, I created sentences with sad, joyful and angry emotions. The transformed
recordings were used to create speech databases [J10] that were adapted to models
that had already been trained.

I evaluated the procedure with a perceptual test similar to that in Thesis IV.1.
For the HMM synthesizer, I transformed a male voice to convey the three emotions
and then I synthesized sentences with neutral topics. The results are summarized
in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Confusion matrix of the emotions in case of the HMM synthesizer

Judged
N A H S

N 71% 4% 8% 17% N=neutral
Target A 42% 33% 21% 4% A=angry

H 21% 0% 75% 4% H=joyful
S 17% 0% 0% 83% S=sad

HMM TTS-male

In case of the HMM synthesizer, sad and joyful emotions can be expressed by
the proposed procedure, but angry cannot.

5. Applicability of the results
The majority of the results can be applied directly to automatically generate
speech that is of higher quality and more diversified. The statistical results can be
applied in a wider area, e.g. in speech recognition as well. Although I illustrated
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the applicability of the results by examples in the descriptions of the theses, I give
further potential applications for each thesis group in the following paragraphs:

The diacritic reconstruction procedure of Thesis I.1 has already been applied
to aid the reading of electronic mails and text messages. It can also be applied in
widely available cell phones, where users frequently write diacritic-free texts once
again due to the limited input capabilities of cell phones.

The results of Thesis group II can be widely applied: the extracted coverage data
can be useful when localizing language technologies. The modified letter statistics
may be useful in further research on speech synthesis and can help in developing
test procedures.

Thesis group III is already in a practical application, but it can also be employed
for high-quality information reading with similar complexity. The intensity nor-
malization procedure for corpus-based synthesizers has also been applied, but the
results can form the starting point for further studies on prosody.

The results presented in Thesis group IV can be applied when building human-
machine interfaces, where it is necessary to convey emotions beyond the linguistic
content. The results of the emotional manipulation can be applied with other syn-
thesis techniques as well.
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